
OMNIOUTLINER for Mac

What is OmniOutliner?
Compose. Arrange. Publish. OmniOutliner for Mac is a professional-grade outlining application to 
easily capture, compose, and organize text and data. It's feature-rich enough to see a novel from 
outline to print and simple enough to create a grocery list in a snap.

What makes OmniOutliner 
for Mac different?
OmniOutliner includes everything 
you'd expect in a premiere 
outlining application: fast, easy 
capture; intuitive editing; diverse 
templates; and robust styles. If you 
all you'd like to do with your 
outline is prepare a grocery list or 
balance your checkbook, 
OmniOutliner for Mac can help you 
do that. If you're looking for 
something a bit more complex, 
OmniOutliner is designed to 
expand organically with your 
needs. Advanced options are there 
when you need them, and stay out 
of your way when you don't.

One of the earliest and most 
iterated applications for OS X, its 
features employ native OS X 
technologies and do so well.

Who uses OmniOutliner?
Business professionals, writers, students, parents, home users, and educators all rely on OmniOutliner for 
its unparalleled document building functionality. 
From complicated and intricate papers to a quick to-do list, some common-use examples include:

• Restructuring an essay on the fly

• Creating a number column to keep track of finances

• Adding "Buy milk" to a grocery list

• Using notes to expand on a principal idea

• Creating visual allure with styles

• Tapping checkboxes to keep track of completed agenda items



As soon as you launch OmniOutliner, a new 
document is created. Get right to work!

Drag attachments directly into a row in your 
outline, or if you're taking notes, record audio to 
transcribe later.

Each line can also contain Notes: toggle the notes 
field with the Command-' shortcut.

You can start putting together your rough outline 
by entering text, followed by the Return key.

If you need additional columns, tap Add Column 
in the toolbar. These columns can contain text, 
dates, numbers, checkboxes — you can even 
designate a column to display summaries of each 
parent's children rows.



Lion compatible: Full Screen mode, 
Versioning, support, and more!

Import from other applications and industry 
standard formats (XML, OPML, RTF); export to 
those and many more.

Keep everything sorted, if needed, by enabling 
sorting in the Reorganize menubar.

Use keyboard shortcuts for a mouse-free outlining 
experience. Indent, outdent, and add children, 
aunt, or siblings.

Better differentiate rows by turning on Alternate 
Rows in the Document:Display inspector, or style 
anything with the Utilities Drawer and Inspector.



Feature List
• Smart row creation makes 

hierarchical data 
arrangement effortless

• Ever-present edit bar for 
organization on the fly

• Inline notes to keep track of 
edits, comments, ideas, or 
whatever the imagination 
conjures

• Create robust hierarchies; 
expand and collapse groups 
to see what's important now

• Style any outline element 
with OmniOutliner's powerful 
array of inspectors

Pricing
OmniOutliner for Mac is available in Standard ($39.99) and Professional ($69.99) editions 
from the Mac App Store, or online at the Omni Store, where family pack, educational, and 
upgrade pricing is also available.
The Omni Group offers a 30-day money back guarantee on all App Store sales.

Contacts
Twitter: @OmniOutliner
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/omnioutliner
Support: omnioutliner-mac@omnigroup.com
PR: pr@omnigroup.com
Phone: 800-315-OMNI (6664)

• Copy and paste attachments, and add audio notes recorded on the fly

• Add intelligent columns of various types and formats

• Column summaries synopsize your columns and do the work for you

• Free customer support via email and phone

• Full-featured 14 day free trial available at http://www.omnigroup.com/


